Gifts and Fruits of the Holy Spirit
Decrypt the letters to find the word which matches the definition.
.
CMPLSISK

When we use our sexuality according to our vocation or state in life
rather than using it inappropriately.

JHHDNVLL

When we avoid sin and do what is right.

FIVSK

This acknowledges that we belong to and depend upon God.

THDVLSK

Purity in thought, dress, and action. We act in a way which does not
draw inappropriate attention to ourselves.

BINDNVLL

When we treat others the way we would like to be treated.

BNHORVDJV

The ability to see things from God’s perspective and to see that some
things are beyond us.

GVPZ HG SMV
RHZD

Wonder and awe of the glory and majesty of God.

LVRG-CHNSZHR

This allows us to resist temptation and to remain focused on God.

CHUNLVR

This helps us make a good decision when we are facing a choice.

UNDVZLSPNDINJ

This helps us comprehend God's purpose for our lives.

GHZSISUDV

This is another word for courage. It allows us to do the right thing.

OILDHT

This helps us keep God first in our lives. It is the blending of
knowledge and experience.

FVPCV

The freedom from worrying about trivial matters because of our trust
in God

GPISMGURNVLL

Being committed to growing closer to God through obedience.

EHK

This recognizes that our fulfillment comes from our relationship with
God rather than material goods and worldly pleasures.

CMPZISK

To love God for his own sake above all things, and to love man for
the sake of God.

JVNVZHLISK

When we share all the God has given us with others.

JVNSRVNVLL

This allows us to act calmly and it a way that avoids causing
unnecessary injury to another

FPSIVNCV

This allows us to love other people and endure circumstances even
when they are difficult.
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